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Eighth Edition
Thank you to all the
sponsors and readers for
helping us raise money to
help us all afford the
leavers hoodies. We have
really enjoyed making the
newspaper and we hope
you have liked it too.

Cameron Madden and others

very quickly wrote about the P57 presentations which
happened this morning. Page 3.

Eire- BREAKING NEWS- Mr
Joyce is leaving Rockfield Primary
next year. Good News- the
Rockfield Newspaper will be
continuing next year (we hope).
Neve – It is very sad that we (P7s)
are leaving Rockfield but hopefully
the groups that have been on this
year will hopefully continue.

THE MUG THIEF!!!
In this story Sherlock Bootsma and
his sidekick Mr Ahmed interview, Mrs
Smith and the suspect Mr MacInnes!
The Interview with Mrs Smith:
Sherlock Bootsma-so how did you feel when you
noticed the mug was missing?
Mrs Smith-I felt very upset but I was also
determined to get it back!
Sherlock Bootsma-Do you think Mr Maclnnes is
guilty?
Mrs Smith-I know he is guilty so it’s not a
surprise!

! Some phrases Mr
MacInnes Used!! During
His Interview!
If it was me that took the mugs
I would have returned them!
I didn’t take the mugs they got
set up in my class!
I didn’t see the mugs in my
class because they were
covered by even more mugs!

This is a picture of
Mrs Smith’s mug and
Mr ‘mugsy’ Macinnes
in action.
Mr MacInnes is found guilty and as a punishment he
will spend the rest of his working career in Rockfield
Primary School if he takes any more mugs further
action will be taken!

Teachers drawing competition
MISS STODDART

Why did you draw Mr MacLeod??
I drew Mr Macleod because he is full of
character, well-liked by staff and has an
interesting face. How long did it take you?
One hour. Do you like drawing? It feels
relaxing and it focuses you with what’s around you and drawing makes me feel happy!
Are you happy that you have the talent to draw a detailed drawing? Definitely! Are you
happy with getting second? I am very happy!!!!!! MRS DANIELS why did you enter the
drawing competition? I like having competition with other teachers and I just wanted to
draw. Why do you draw? It’s relaxing and nice and it’s also creative. Are you happy
with getting second? Delighted! Why did you draw Mrs Campbell? She is a good friend!
Who did you learn to draw with? I used to draw with my grandpa. By Abbi and Emma

Arran Budge- interviewed by Cameron and Rhys
This morning, I played build up before the 9am bell. We were
doing phonics and answering sums. Then the break bell rang.
We ate our snack then played build up with my friends. After
break we carried on with some more sums it was sums until
lunch. I ate my lunch and went out to play… no prizes for
guessing I played even more build up until the end of lunch.
Once we got in we emptied our trays and took all of the
useless stuff home then we did art until 3:00 pm then tidied up
Goodbye Jaydn (by Dillon and Logan)
Sadly after the summer, Jaydn is leaving Rockfield and we
are going to ask him about where he is going (but he could
still be here after the summer holiday)
How do you feel about leaving?
J: I feel sad because I will miss Rockfield a lot and all my
friends like Logan, Ruairi, Lewis but also excited because I
will meet new friends and do new topics
Where are you going?
J: I am going to a Glasgow School which is a Primary
School, a high school and a private school all in one.

END OF TERM SERVICE
The end of term service (for P7’s) and
prize giving (for all). P7’s received
“leaving packs” which contained a
pen/stylus dynamic youth and
Ardentinny certificates and our
Ardentinny photos and we also
performed our SHANNARI presentation
and our memories. We performed
singing and signing to the song “This Is
Me”. Once we finished the parents
were allowed to have tea, coffee and
biscuits with a slideshow of the P7’s
photos of when they were younger
(horrible sights). By Rhys and Cameron
and me Kaleb at the end.

RESPONSIBLE
BY ISLAY B
1. What does responsible mean to
you?
Not breaking stuff.
Following school rules.
Working.
2. Are you responsible? And if yes
explain how are you?
I am responsible because I follow school rules
I am responsible because I don’t break any rules
Yes because I keep my head down and work
3. Describe 4 ways of NOT being responsible.
Hurting others, vandalism, swearing, being rude.
Doing stupid stuff, threatening, annoying others in a
bad way, bullying
Don’t do what your told, being rude to staff members,
Abuse, Going on phone during class.

Being responsible can be fun! The new P6
leaders decided it would be a good idea to clean
out the gym hall cupboard and they had fun
doing it!

FLIT SELF DRIVE LTD
Is a locally run car, van & minibus
hire business based in Oban.
We have a large selection of
vehicles,
So whether you want the freedom
to explore the spectacular scenery,
or
Are a local planning a day away,
We have something to suit your
needs.
We also do MOT’s, mechanical &
bodywork repairs, engine
diagnostic
equipment
Open: Mon – Fri 9am – 5pm, Sat
by
Arrangement.
Tel: 01631 566553
Email: flit @btconnect.com
WWW.flitselfdrive.co.uk

INCLUDED
P7’s all got the opportunity to order a leavers hoodie. The plan was that no matter who you were
or if you did something for the newspaper or not you would still be included.
Included means being let to join others games, opportunities getting help when needed and not
being ignored.
An answer from 1 pupil from every
class to: How do you feel included?
P7= Kyde: With all the activities going
on at school and the opportunities
available.
P6/7= Kayla: When people let me join in
games with them.
P5/6= Thomas: Playing with friends and
being together.
P5= Kyle: When I do different subjects.
P5/4= Aimee: I feel included because I have friends that I play with.
P4= Sandi: Going to clubs and playing with friends and feeling that people support me.
P3/2= Isla: football, highland dancing, swimming, ballet, brownies.
P3= Brendan: when I come to school.
P1/2= Lewis: Playing games with my friends
P1= Zoe= seeing my friends and playing with them
By Cameron and Rhys.

Eilidh Holton won the sea creature drawing
competition which was for Rainbow Risers only.
How did it make you feel to win? Happy! Did you
expect to win? No. what do you draw best?
Puppies. Why do you draw? Cause I have
nothing else to do! (It is boring doing other
things) What are you doing in the holiday?
Probably going to Poland. What do you like
about school? Spending time with my friends
and cousins who are at the school.
Reported by Molly Mackenzie

Dementia
On Tuesday the fifth of June 2018 Mrs Pagan came in to talk to
the P7s about how people could get dementia.
Dementia is a disease that makes people sometimes forget things
that just happened but remember what has happened in their early
life.
Dementia is not guaranteed as you get older, you just have a
higher risk of getting Alzheimer’s disease, that is one of the 100s
of types of diseases that can cause dementia.
All of the diseases are a type of brain disease that can start
dementia usually.
We also became dementia friends
There has not been enough research about why people get
Dementia
Reported by Benjamin

GAELIC LEAVERS
How we feel about
leaving
“Ready for high school.”
“Exited for high school.”
“Cannot wait for high school.”

How much we enjoyed
the induction days?
“The high school induction
days were really good and
helped me understand how
the high school works.”
“We met lots of new people
and made new friends

The cupcake judging!
The sweetest event of the month!

The young class of P3, Mrs Cringean’s class had a tiring
but fun day of maths to make some delicious cupcakes
for them to take home for the family but the class was
debating to who had the best cupcakes so they
summoned three P7s to save the day by judging with
judges Sophie Mackenzie and Thomas Jackson and
photographer Olivia Pearson. ‘It was a really hard
decision all of them looked REALLY delicious and sadly we didn’t get to eat them…’ By Sophie M
Induction days for the Primary 7s
The days of primary school for the P7s are ending sadly as induction days are coming in fast so we are going to ask
some of the P7s some questions about High School what are they excited about or what are they going to miss? Find
out in this article
•
What are you going to be excited about in High School?
•
I’m excited about the gymnastics team and getting to see my best friend who moved to High School – Neve.
•
Different subjects in different rooms – Megan Steele
•
Getting more privileges – Rhys Neil
What are you nervous about?
•
I’m nervous about my first impression – Anonymous P7
•
I’m nervous– Anonymous P7
•
What subjects do you think you will take in high school?
•
Home Economics because I want to learn how to cook stuff – Eire Cumming
•
Technology, Science and Woodwork because they are really interesting- Cameron Madden
•
I would like to do art and technology because I love all of the subjects- Sophie Darrah

Ocean Crisis!
The levels of marine litter is obscene. 70% of the earth’s surface is covered in water but every year 26 million
tons of our rubbish is dumped in the oceans. This is un-acceptable!
Animals are being killed by plastic too! Otters being choked by can holders, Turtles die of in digesting plastic
bags, Gulls being caught in fishing nets, Pelicans scooping up the rubbish thinking it fish. Plastic can look like lots
of different things.
It is clear that climate change is heating up the oceans making sea levels rise and is melting the ice caps the ice
caps causing polar bears to go down in numbers! This is appalling! How will you make a change?
All of this needs to stop and here are some simple changes you can make…..
 Reducing your use of plastic.
 Using paper straws and bags
 Recycling your old plastic
 Avoid plastic packaging
All of these ideas can be done and with more people doing this it
will make a wonderful change. But it is up to you to make a
change!
STOP MARINE LITTER!
By Rowan Firth
P2 visit from Inver Lussa.
Colin Mackenzie told the P2s about the fish farms
P2s told us what Colin said about the farms they
are saying that the fish get fed by a pipe that
shoots out food to feed the fish. The food is
usually pellets. They have around 6100 fish in a
tank the tanks have nets on top and protection all
around the tanks so predators can’t get in. The
boats are normally named after girls. There is lots
of safety and injuries are treated seriously and
there are specially trained first aiders to treat
injuries they call out the life boats or the coast guard. There are tires on the side of the boat so they
don’t make a leak or scratches Colin let them wear some of the suit so they know what it feels like to be
a supplier the medicine goes through a tube to make the fish feel better they were told about that the
boots have steel toes so in case they drop anything on them when you fall in the water the life jacket
blows up in approximate of 2 to 3 seconds Mr. Mackenzie is the skipper of the boat. Cameron & Kaleb.

P7 plan a trip--- holistic assessment. By Cameron Madden
P7 are working in pairs to advertise their dream holiday but it had to factor in activities,
accommodation (hotels or holiday homes) and flights or transport to get there. We also had a
budget which was £10000. Some people decided to go to Tenerife, France, Spain, Canada,
Greece, Korea, Mexico, USA, Lanzarote,
England and South Africa! A great choice of
places to go. Apart from having fun we are
also working on our maths, ICT and
geography skills- quite a lot of work! It was
a
holistic assessment task because we had to
use many different skills in one task.

 Say goodbye  By Benjamin
What are you going to miss about Rockfield? Megan: Mr Joyce and easy work and newspaper  Catriona: all the nice
teachers Cameron: the newspaper and Mr Joyce Holly: the rainbow room Sophie M: everything Islay: the teachers
and p6s Eire: Mr Joyce  Sophie D: everything apart for the mean people Dillon: the newspaper Rhys M: Mr Joyce
and Mrs Campbell and Mrs Macleod Kaleb: Mr Joyce Rhys N: the teachers Duncan: playing shinty Finlay: playing
shinty Kiaran: Mrs Macintyre’s jokes Taylor: Mrs Campbell Luke: Mr Joyce Morgan: Mrs MacLeod  Jessica: school
dinners Kyla: all the teachers Lauren: all the memories I have made Thomas: Mrs Macleod Ellie: the teachers
Ruaraidh: everything Olivia: Mr Joyce and Mrs Campbell Jodie F: Mrs Campbell Craig: everything Jodie B: Mrs
Campbell and The Staff support Kyde: Mrs Campbell and all the fun things Morne: Mrs Campbell Ty: everything
Karim: some of the teachers Reece: playground Lori: the teachers Blake: Mrs Campbell Benjamin: everything
Isabella: being in classes with my friends that I have been with the past few years Chloe: the chicken curry Kayla: the
pizza Freya: dinner ladies Ewen: shinty Keilidh: the teachers Zander: my brother Conner: my friends Sean: the
benches Miah: the P1s Neve: the teachers Andrew: football and P6 friends Finlay: seeing the new primary 1s
coming into the school
P7 MEMORIES
Islay: I remember when Mrs MacIntyre was doing sounds and when she showed
the sound SHHH she would say “don’t tell me to be quiet please!” And all of us
would laugh.
Sophie M: Mine is the same as Islay’s.  Eire: I made a van. Sophie D: At
Ardentinny we went on our night walk Holly was really jumpy and she fell on me.
 lol!
Kyde: When Mrs Campbell went around in the class with roller blades on.
Rhys M: At Ardentinny when Mrs Macleod fell in a HUGE puddle on the night
walk.
Cameron: At Ardentinny when I was with my friends in my dorm. And was making
mischief.
Neve: Mine is the same as Kayla’s memory. 
Kayla: When I threw a rubber at Neve’s head and we became best friends.
Keilidh: I remember when at Ardentinny I was too scared to do rock hop and Mrs
McCormick helped me.
Mr Joyce: Everyone working together in groups such as newspaper and Helping
Hands, that’s my favourite memory! 
By Islay Berry P7 a Rockfield 2018 leaver I will miss the newspaper group a lot and wish the best to Mr Joyce and every other
Rockfield Teacher and Pupil.  I will miss many of you. 
Interview Jamie and Mark about the cinema trip to see “The Greatest Showman” By Megan and Catriona
Q1. What was your favourite thing about it?
A1. Jamie and Mark-Singing all the songs especially rewrite the stars
Q2. What did you hate about it?
A2. Jamie- The seats I got .Mark- the kissing scenes
Q3. Who was your favourite characters?
A3. Jamie and Mark- P.T. Barnum and Phillip
Q4. Who did you dress up as?
A4. Jamie- Phillip .Mark-Barnum
Q5. What could off made it better?
A5. Mark-Less kissing .Jamie-More songs
Q6. Did you have fun?
A6. Jamie and Mark- YES
Q7. Would you two like another movie of “the greatest showman”? A7. Jamie and Mark-Yes
Q8. What was your favourite songs?
A8. Mark and Jamie-Rewrite the stars, this is me, greatest show

